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Whether your home is an apartment, a house, or a condo -- rented or owned -- the 101 stories in this book all about the place you call home
will warm your heart. Home is where the heart is. Be it your childhood home or where you lay your head now, you will find joy, laughter, and
inspiration in these 101 stories about cooking, family meals, decorating, remodeling, repairing... everything we do to make a home.
A collection of inspirational writings for and about mothers.
Collects stories by teachers, administrators, counselors, educational consultants, and former students sharing memorable experiences and
highlighting the rewards of being an educator.
This first batch of Chicken Soup for Teens consists of 101 stories every teenager can relate to and learn from -- without feeling criticized or
judged. This edition contains important lessons on the nature of friendship and love, the importance of belief in the future, and the value of
respect for oneself and others, and much more.
Presents a collection of stories about prisoners who have turned their lives around to become productive members of society.
Filled with stories from and about readers between the ages of nine and thirteen, this inspirational book covers issues such as personal
identity, violence, family issues, and the opposite sex.
Whether single, separated or someone's spouse, everyone wants to find and keep this elusive thing called love. Bestselling author and
foremost relationship expert Barbara De Angelis teams up as a co-author of Chicken Soup for the Couple's Soul, a collection of heartwarming
stories about how real people discovered true love with the person of their dreams.
The twentieth anniversary edition of the original Chicken Soup for the Soul is brimming with even more hope and inspiration - the stories
you’ve always loved, plus bonus stories, plus 20 bonus stories from today’s thought leaders. Twenty years later, Chicken Soup for the Soul
continues to open the heart and rekindle the spirit. Celebrate the twentieth anniversary with the classic book that inspired millions -reinvigorated with bonus stories of inspiration! You will find hope and inspiration in these 101 heartwarming stories about counting your
blessings, thinking positive, and overcoming challenges.
Amy Newmark shares what she's learned from editing and writing more than 100 Chicken Soup for the Soul books. This irreverent and
insightful look at the human experience provides a road map to a happy, productive life. Recovering cynic Amy Newmark was a crusader for
truth on Wall Street, exposing companies that were defrauding investors, but the main emotions she wrote about were fear and greed. But
now she and her family own Chicken Soup for the Soul and her life is very different. Amy's journey from Wall Street to Main Street has
changed her in ways she never anticipated. Now, as author and editor-in-chief of Chicken Soup for the Soul, she covers the whole range of
human emotions and finds herself a much more positive and productive person. Still a maverick with an irreverent sense of humor and a
penchant for self-deprecating stories about herself and her family, she also synthesizes everything she has learned from reading and editing
tens of thousands of Chicken Soup for the Soul stories, and presents her findings to readers. A keen observer on parenting, love and
marriage, positive thinking, working, and relationships, she shares her wisdom, her humor, and her advice in this wide-ranging book, filled
with real-life stories and no nonsense, practical tips that readers can actually implement to improve their own lives.
This is Chicken Soup for the Soul's first book written just for Catholics, and it is sure to please all Catholics, from the once-a-year attendee at
Christmas Mass, to the devout church volunteer and daily worshipper. These 101 poignant and spirit-filled stories written by Catholics of all
ages and religious experiences cover the gamut, from fun stories of growing up Catholic to serious stories of sacraments and miracles.
Affirming God's unconditional love, these stories share the role the Church plays in personal and professional lives, expressed in religious
rituals and everyday activities. Catholics will be blessed to see how the secular is often saturated with the sacred. Whether the reader is a
cradle Catholic or a convert; lay, clergy or religious; simply curious or struggling, these stories describe what it means to be a Catholic. They
bring happiness, hope and healing to everyone, from the teenager celebrating confirmation to the elderly looking back on a long life. The first
Chicken Soup for the Soul book was published in 1993, and became a publishing industry sensation, ultimately selling eight million copies.
Since then, more than 150 Chicken Soup titles have been published, selling more than 100 million copies. Chicken Soup for the Soul has
won dozens of awards over the past 15 years, and its founders, Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen have become celebrity motivational
speakers and authors.
When our loved ones leave this world, our connection with them does not end and we often receive signs from the other side. These true and
touching stories of will amaze and support all readers -- religious or secular. The 101 true and miraculous stories in this book of signs and
messages from beyond show that death may take away the physical presence of our loved ones, but not their spirit. This book is for
everyone, religious or secular, as regular people share their amazing experiences with the other side.
The power of gratitude can change your life! In this collection of 101 inspiring stories, people just like you share how they turned their lives
around by seeing the silver linings, counting their blessings, and changing their perspective. Get inspired to become a thankful person!
Scientific research has proven that being thankful improves your health, your cognitive function and your relationships. And you can learn to
be a thankful person! Chicken Soup for the Soul: The Power of Gratitude is full of true, inspiring stories by people who have changed their
lives for the better by actively practicing gratitude, by saying thanks, and by stopping and thinking about their blessings, even on a bad day.
This collection of inspirational stories will undoubtedly touch many hearts. Written by authors who have lost loved ones, these stories offer
comfort, peace and understanding to those going through the grieving process.
A collection of 101 of the best stories and poems from Chicken Soup's library, on faith, hope, miracles, and divine intervention. True personal
stories of answered prayers, miraculous recoveries, amazing coincidences, and other occurrences will appeal toChristians and those of other
faiths.
This collection of true stories champions the daily contributions, commitments and sacrifices of nurses.
Readers will find hope, help, and hints on getting and staying healthy in these 101 personal stories about dieting and fitness. Chicken Soup
for the Soul: Shaping the New You is a perfect pick-me-up for anyone looking to start fresh or needing a boost. No one likes to diet, but the
personal stories in Chicken Soup for the Soul: Shaping the New You will encourage and inspire readers with its positive, practical, and
purposeful tales of dieting and fitness. This is a great book for anyone embarking on a healthier lifestyle.

Rediscover the power of inspiration with timeless stories about the everyday miracles that illuminate the best of the
human spirit. Whether you're discovering Chicken Soup for the first time or are a long time fan, this volume will inspire
you to be a better person, reach for your highest potential, share your love and embrace the world around you.
This book is wisdom and solace for the ages. It is as contemporary as a space walk and as timeless as a pyramid. The
world needs storytellers to help us make sense out of the confusion and chaos of these complex times. Jack and Mark
are consummate tellers and collectors of real-life stories. What a gift: to teachers, to speechmakers, to anyone on his or
her own journey of growth and healing. It's all here, and written with wit, compassion and integrity. Sidney B.Simon,
Professor Emeritus, University of Massachusetts, and co-author of Values Clarification, Forgiveness and 14 other books
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Chicken Soup for the Soul® Celebrating People Who Make a Difference reveals a side of humanity we rarely see
heralded on the evening news. This inspiring collection of stories chronicles the small kindnesses that make a huge
difference, the ordinary experiences that have profound impact, and the defining moments that change the lives of
everyday people.
Animals bring out the goodness, humanity and optimism in people and speak directly to our souls. This joyous, inspiring
and entertaining Chicken Soup collection relates the unique bonds between animals and the people whose lives they've
changed.
Miracles, answered prayers, cases of divine intervention—they happen every day—strengthening our faith, giving us hope,
and proving that good things do happen to good people! Miracles are all around us—we just have to look to see them.
These powerful stories will deepen your faith and give you hope that good things do happen to good people. From
guardian angels to divine messengers, from miraculous healing to messages from heaven, from mysterious dreams that
come true to divine coincidence, you’ll be in awe as you read these 101 stories of true wonder and inspiration. These
stories are written by real people—ordinary people who have had extraordinary experiences—who are just as surprised
that these things happened to them as we are to read about them.
Readers will be inspired, amazed, and amused by these stories of faith — the 101 best stories from Chicken Soup for the
Soul’s library on faith, hope, miracles, and devotion. Filled with heartfelt true stories written by regular people, Chicken
Soup for the Soul: Stories of Faith will amaze, inspire, and amuse readers. Its stories of prayers answered miraculously,
amazing coincidences, rediscovered faith, and the serenity that comes from believing in a greater power will touch and
resonate with Christians and other faiths.
Readers mourning the loss of a loved one will find solace and strength in these 101 emotional and inspiration stories
from those who have gone through the grieving process. Chicken Soup for the Soul: Grieving and Recovery will help
readers during this difficult time. Everyone grieves in their own way. While the hurt and sadness never completely fade, it
eases with time. Contributors who have gone through the grieving and recovery process share their stories, offering
guidance and support in this collection of personal and poignant stories. With its stories of regaining strength,
appreciating life, coping, and faith, Chicken Soup for the Soul: Grieving and Recovery will ease the journey to healing.
A follow-up to Chicken Soup for the Soul: Laughter Is the Best Medicine. Chicken Soup for the Soul shares the funniest
stories from its library of more than 250 books, all gathered in this new collection of 101 humorous tales.
Collects inspirational stories of people touched by supernatural experiences with their dead loved ones.
Today's kids face grave issues and harder decisions than ever before. Gang warfare, violence, drugs, alcohol, smoking,
pregnancy, depression and suicide have found their way into middle and elementary schools. Divorce splits apart families
every day. These issues make kids feel as if they must understand and accept all the troubles of the world.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Grandmothers celebrates the special bond between grandmothers and their grandchildren.
Grandmothers of all ages and experience will delight in these stories. A great grandmother-to-be and Mother’s Day gift!
The moment a grandchild is born, a grandmother is born too. This collection is full of stories by grandmothers about
being a grandmother, and grandchildren about their grandmothers. Personal stories about legacies and traditions,
grandma’s wisdom and lessons from grandchildren as well as the joys and challenges of grandparenting, will touch the
heart and tickle the funny bone of all grandmothers.
"Chicken Soup for the Soul is a heartwarming collection of tales that will inspire you to live your dreams. The stories
demonstrate the best qualities we share as human beings: compassion, grace, forgiveness, generosity and faith and they
share a collected wisdom on love, parenting, teaching, death and the overcoming of obstacles. The Chicken Soup series
has touched the lives of millions of people worldwide. Discover how your life could be turned around too." --Publisher's
description.
This latest offering in the best-selling Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soulseries explores a host of challenges faced by
today's teens. Within itspages teens will find portraits of life's complexities expressed from theviewpoint of their peers.
Teen contributors share their thoughts and feelings ondifficult issues, ranging from poor self-image to thoughts of suicide,
fromfamily discord to coping with the loss, from peer pressure to school violence. Teens ranked stress as one of their top
concerns (along with child abuse andSTDs). Oftentimes, the pressure can feel overwhelming, whether they
involveworrying about an upcoming test, competition sports, family responsibilities,dating, or more extreme issues such
as depression, suicide and school violence. The first three volumes of the Teenage Soul series and the
companionjournal illustrate the ongoing popularity of this series (unit sales exceed 11million). Chicken Soup for the
Teenage Soul on Tough Stuff and the Spring2001 release Teenage Soul Letters will undoubtedly follow suit as thenext
best-sellers in a phenomenally popular series.
From exciting and entertaining accounts of courage and humor to heartwarming tales of healing and learning, each
touching story in this book will inspire dog lovers to rejoice in the unique bond they share with their canine companions.
A collection of personal stories in which contributors tell of their prayers being answered by God, on subjects ranging
from healing and signs from above to finances.
“Me time” is the cure for what ails you. You know you need it. Here’s how to take care of yourself so that you can be the
very best version of you! Do you ever say that you’ll take care of yourself after you finish your to-do list? The personal,
revealing stories in this book will convince you to put yourself at the top of that list. Self-care and life balance are what we
all neglect most. These 101 true stories from people who turned their lives around will show you how to take care of your
physical and mental health. You’ll be inspired by people who have taken back control of their lives and carved out that allimportant “me time,” whether that means exercising, reading, meditating, seeing friends, or communing with nature.
Whatever your psyche needs is your form of “me time” and that’s something that you deserve. There are many
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approaches, and at least one of them is bound to work for you. In these pages, you’ll read about men and women who:
Put an hour for themselves on their daily to-do lists Pursued long-delayed sports, hobbies, or volunteer work Discovered
themselves through travel, fitness, or new careers Learned to ask for help instead of doing it all Started treating
themselves as well as they would treat a guest Stopped seeing the people who weren’t making them happy
Rediscovered the benefits of exercising and being outside in nature Created their own personal spaces in their homes or
outdoors Decluttered their calendars or their homes—and felt liberated
Everyone loves a good miracle story and these 101 true stories of healing, divine intervention, and answered prayers will
inspire Christians and renew their faith. These 101 true stories of healing, divine intervention, and answered prayers
prove that God is alive and very active in the world today, working miracles on our behalf. Regular people share their
personal stories of God's Divine intervention and healing power as He makes the impossible possible! Evidence of His
love and involvement in our lives will encourage, uplift, and recharge the faith of Catholic and all Christian readers.
A collection of 101 inspirational Christmas stories includes tales of holiday mishaps, family reunions, the true meaning of
Christmas, and Christmas miracles.
1. Chicken Soup for the Soul has always had a strong focus on seniors, with books on agnig, veterans, grandpaernts,
grieving and other topics relevant to seniors. 2. Chicken Soup for the Golden Soul was published in 2000 and sold
905,000 copies. 3. With a new contemporary cover design, a new interior layout, and up-to-date stories, this book will
have fresh appeal to seniors of all ages. 4. Books represent a new thematic experience, even for readers of past books,
as Chicken Soup has tightened the content, and books contain only relevant stories. Out-of-date stories were eliminated.
5. Each book contains 101 stories recompiled from dozens of past Chicken Soup titles. 6. “Our 101 Best Stories”
collection is an efficient way for new readers to obtain books covering Chicken Soup’s most popular topics. 7. Every
book has a warm and moving foreword from Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen explaining the company’s rebirth and
its return to 101 stories per book. 8. Chicken Soup for the Soul earned the Guinness World Record for having the most
books on the New York Times bestseller list at one time. 9. Last year, USA Today named Chicken Soup for the Soul #5
on its list of 25 books that left a legacy over the past quarter century. We know how it is to cross the magic 60-year mark
and feel young at heart despite a few new wrinkles. We wouldn’t trade away a bit of our wisdom and experience to get
rid of all those life markers. This is the first Chicken Soup book to focus on the wonders of getting older, with many
stories focusing on dynamic older singles and couples finding new careers, new sports, new love, and new meaning to
their lives. This inspiring, amusing, and heartwarming book includes the best 101 stories for today’s young seniors from
Chicken Soup’s library. The book is set in larger print for easier reading.
A collection of 101 stories written by famous songwriters about the genesis of their hit songs and their personal stories,
often never before told, about the lyrics for their award-winning hit songs.
This book provides support during a very emotional but exciting time for parents - sending their children off to college,
new homes, or careers. It's a must-read for empty nesters or soon-to-be empty nesters grappling with their own
bittersweet new freedom. This is Chicken Soup for the Soul's first book on a very emotional but exciting time for parents sending their children off to college or new homes and careers. This terrific book is a must read for empty nesters or soonto-be empty nesters. It contains 101 stories written by parents who have been there already and share their stories with
new empty nesters. These heartfelt stories will inspire, support, and amuse parents grappling with their own bittersweet
new freedom. The book also includes stories from the kids themselves, providing the view from the other side. Parents
will nod their heads, cry a little, and laugh a lot as they recognize themselves and their almost grown-up children in these
stories. In this book, parents share stories of gazing at surprisingly clean bedrooms, starting new careers, rediscovering
their spouses, and handling the continuing, and often humorous, needs of their children even while they are away at
college or ensconced in their own apartments. In one amusing story, a mother writes of dropping her last child off at
college and then realizing that she and her husband can do anything they want. They spend three days driving the six
hours home. The first Chicken Soup for the Soul book was published in 1993, and became a publishing industry
sensation, ultimately selling eight million copies. Since then, more than 150 Chicken Soup titles have been published,
selling more than 100 million copies. Chicken Soup for the Soul has won dozens of awards over the past 15 years, and
its founders, Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen have become celebrity motivational speakers and authors.
Readers will be amused, comforted, and encouraged by stories about “nutty” families just like their own, and realize we
all have the same family matters and what really matters is families. A quirky and fun holiday book and a great bridal
shower or wedding gift! Nearly everyone thinks their own family is “nutty" or at least has one or two nuts. With 101
stories of wacky yet lovable relatives, funny foibles, and holiday meltdowns, Chicken Soup for the Soul: Family Matters is
often hilarious and occasionally poignant.
Shares uplifting personal stories about values, gratitude, good decisions, and doing the right thing and offers children
examples of how to live a positive life.
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